04. Attach chart showing (on an appropriate scale) the geographical area of the intended work, positions of intended stations, tracks of survey lines, positions of moored / seabed equipment.

The chart shows a schematic of the proposed work, thick lines represent the CTD / ADCP sections, squares the proposed mooring positions (with several CTD casts nearby and a short bathymetric survey to determine the exact mooring position), Stars the site for the APEX floats deployment. Also shown are the water depths of 1000m and 3000m.
Zoom in on Jan Mayen with CTD sections indicated.

05. Types of samples required, e.g. Geological / Water / Plankton / Fish / Radioactivity / Isotope water, plankton, sediments and methods by which samples will be obtained (including dredging / coring /drilling).

Water CTD with bottle sampler